DP II HEAVY LIFT VESSEL MV LONE

A VERSATILE MARINE PLATFORM FOR INSTALLATION AND TRANSPORTATION

FLY-JIB: MORE CRANE HEIGHT, GREATER OUTREACH

FLY-JIB
- Short configuration: 13 metres, maximum SWL of 625 tons
- Long configuration: 23 metres, maximum SWL of 500 tons

MV LONE (TYPE 183)
- 2 × 1000 tons SWL, combinable up to 2000 tons SWL
- Over 3500 square metres of unobstructed deck space
- Equipped with DP II
- 20 knots sailing speed
- Multi-layer storage options with retractable hatch covers and tween deck opportunities in cargo hold

ADDITIONAL LIVING QUARTERS FOR UP TO 100 PERSONS IN TOTAL (SPS CERTIFIED)

SAL Heavy Lift GmbH
Hamburg / Germany
Phone: +49 40 380 380-0
www.sal-heavylift.com